Abstract: Many authentication protocols in ad hoc networks are identity based, which means that in order for one node to trust another, it needs to know the other node's identity. Hence there exists an inherent trade-off between trust and anonymity. We propose an anonymous authentication scheme, where each node, instead of using its real identity, generates a dynamic pseudonym using a one-way hash function. With the help of a CA offline, the scheme can realize the authentication procedure based on discrete logarithms problem. We analyze the security and the anonymity in the scheme, which shows that it is very valid.
Introduction
As a model of communication, the routing in ad hoc networks has recently gained much attention [1] [2] [3] . Query flooding is the most popular routing request method used in such networks. One drawback is the fact that it might compromise users' privacy. The IP addresses of requesters and responders can easily be discovered. Hence, many studies focus on providing anonymous routing in such networks [4] [5] .
On the other hand, numerous concerns have been raised about the issue of providing authentic resources in the systems. To guarantee that real resources are received from authentic responders, some researchers have built trust models to help nodes verify the validity of other entities [6] [7] [8] . Most trust models, however, are identity based, which means that for one node to trust another, it needs to know the identity of the other node. Thus, there exists an inherent trade-off between trust and anonymity.
The purpose of designing an anonymous authentication protocol in ad hoc networks is motivated by a specific problem: how to support authentication without exposing the real identities of nodes. In this paper, we propose the design of the scheme, in which each node generates a dynamic pseudonym using a one-way hash function. Such one-way mapping can effectively defend against impersonation and forgery, so that the dynamic pseudonyms can be used as the real IDs in ad hoc networks. We also design a novel authentication scheme based on discrete logarithms problem to help unfamiliar nodes successfully complete authentication procedures during transactions. The salient features of the scheme include the following:
1. Achieving anonymity for authentication. The scheme enables dynamic-pseudonym-based trust management so that the real identities of nodes are protected during the authentication. The scheme can be adopted for anonymizing communications.
2. Non-repudiation. Maybe a node does not admit having sent some messages because its ID is pseudo ID. Hence, non-repudiation is very important for anonymous protocols. Our scheme can get non-repudiation.
3. Resisting impersonation. An attacker can arbitrarily intercept, modify, or forge the message between two authentication parties so that the attacker can impersonate either of them to another party. The scheme, however, employs the one-way hash function to bind users' pseudonyms. Using the one-way hash function, users in the scheme authenticate the opposite party based on discrete logarithms problem. Our theoretical analysis shows the security of the scheme under the attack.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related works including trust management scheme and anonymous ad hoc networks protocols. Section 3 presents the scheme design. Section 4 analyzes the security of the scheme. Section 5 concludes this work.
Related works
In this section, we briefly describe related works in authentication and anonymity. Authentication schemes. In literature [6] , an authentication scheme based on zero-knowledge proof was presented. The authentication scheme includes two phases: network layer operations and data link layer operations. In the network layer, the node authentication procedure attempts to authenticate the true identity of the communicating nodes through a non-iterative zero-knowledge protocol. Likewise, in the data link layer, a challenge-response protocol is used in authentication procedure. Thus the two phases enhance the security of ad hoc networks.
In literature [7] , an authentication architecture for collaboration among agents is proposed in ad hoc networks without security assurance. The architecture requires that there should exist at least one secure node. The secure node generate authentication codes using random numbers and agent information, and distributes the codes among the agents. Based on the distributed random value and the authentication code, the agents can be authenticated. In the architecture the random number and the authentication code are publicized information.
In literature [8] , a two-tier authentication scheme for cluster and individual sets. The first tier, based on a hash function and the MAC concept, provide fast message verification and group identification. The second tier, based on secret sharing technology, provides secure user identification. The scheme can prevent internal and external attacks, including black holes, impersonation, routing table overflows and energy consummation attacks.
Generally, many trust design are identity based, where one node does not trust another before knowing its identity. Anonymous routing. Privacy has become an increasingly salient issue, and considerable progress has been made with anonymous communications. Several solutions achieve mutual anonymity for both initiator and responders in ad hoc networks [4] [5] , which generally aim at concealing the real identities of users during transactions. In MASK [4] , nodes construct an anonymous path based on the secret-sharing technique, providing complete and mutual anonymity for nodes. In literature [5] , a distributed routing protocol is proposed by encrypting routing packet header and abstaining from using unreliable intermediate node.
Anonymous authentication.
To the best of our knowledge, the research on anonymous authentication in ad hoc network is seldom. In the literature [9] , an anonymous channel and authentication is proposed in GSM networks. The scheme based on blind signature generates anonymous channel, and then uses pseudo ID to realize authentication. In the literature [10] , a zeroknowledge authentication scheme called Pseudo Trust (PT) is proposed in P2P networks. We will analysis the scheme because P2P networks are similar with ad hoc networks.
In [10] , each node randomly chooses two large primes p 1 and p 2 and calculates the integer n=p 1 ×p 2 . Then the node adopts a hash function to generate a seed=h(ID, p 1 ,p 2 ) . The pseudo ID (PI) and pseudo ID certification (PIC) can be computed by the node using the seed. The PI and PIC of nodes are published on some well-known Websites. When two nodes need to authenticate each other, they rely on a zero-knowledge proof to finish authentication procedure.
Though analysis for the scheme, we find that there are two drawbacks in the scheme. The detailed describes are as follows.
1) Static pseudonimity. Each node in PT can generate a pseudo ID that are not changed during the node's lifetime. If an eavesdropper can receive two messages with the same pseudo ID, he/she can ascertain that two messages are from the same node. He/she may know who is the holder with the pseudo ID when he/she collects enough messages with a same pseudo ID. Hence, PT can only provide pseudonimity rather than anonymity, i.e. pseudonimity is not equal anonymity [11] . Because pseudo ID and real ID are also string, they have no difference if someone can use a pseudo ID to access its holder. Hence, using a static pseudo ID can not obtain anonymity.
2) Pseudo identity security in unsafe public sites. In PT, the pseudo identity and pseudo identity certificate of each node are published on some well-known websites. As mentioned in [10] , if a powerful adversary cracks these websites, he/she would change some PI's moduli n to another one of which he/she holds the factors, which PT can resistant. However, in fact, the powerful adversary Considering the two problems, we use dynamic pseudonimity with the help of an offline CA to solve them.
The scheme
The real and specific challenge that underlies the trade-off between trust and anonymity is that, on the one hand, all existing trust systems attempt to link each node ID with a trust value; on the other hand, anonymous designs hide the real IDs of communicating parties during transactions. Instead of using real IDs to deal with other nodes in an ad hoc network, can nodes use pseudonyms to interact with others and accumulate their reputations? Clearly, if we would like to adopt such a mechanism, we need to guarantee that when a node selects a pseudonym, it is not likely to be a name already being used by another node; and that pseudonym impersonations must be made impossible.
In this section, we first give an assumption of the design of the scheme and then discuss detailed authentication procedure. Assumption. First, four conditions are given before the scheme can be applied.
1) Before our anonymous authentication protocol runs, it is supposed that nodes have built anonymous link via anonymous routing, such onion routing.
2) In ad hoc networks, there is a CA.
3) Each node has been authenticated by the CA before it joins the network. Thus, each node has a private key and a public key certificate signed by CA.
4) Each node authenticated by CA is honest. Authentication process. Because there is a CA in networks, there are two cases that one is to use CA during authentication process and the other is not to use CA during authentication process.
With a CA during authentication process If we can utilize a CA during authentication process, designing an anonymous authentication protocol is very simple.
Step 1: Node I generate a pseudo identity and sign it with its private key, and, then, send it to the CA.
Step 2: The CA verifies the I's signature using I's public key. After successful verification, CA signs the I's PI using its private key, and, then, sends it to Node I.
Step 3: Node I send its PI signed by CA to Node R. Then, Node R verifies the CA's signature using CA's public key.
Then, Node R runs the same steps. Thus, Node I and R can realize mutual anonymous authentication.
However, the above authentication protocol is not suitable for ad hoc networks because Node I and R need to communicate with CA frequently during authentication process. Hence, we consider a novel anonymous authentication protocol without a CA during authentication process.
Without a CA during authentication process. First, terms are defined as follows. As mentioned in Section 3.1, before joining the network, a node must authenticated by a CA via offline mode. So the node has a private key, a public key and a real identity that is connected with the public key. Then we design the anonymous authentication protocol based on discrete logarithm problem.
At first, CA selects a finite cyclic group G with p elements. Let g be a generator of G, then CA publishes g and p. Then, CA selects a secret random number s∈{0,1,…,p-1} and sends s encrypted with nodes' public key to each node authenticated. Thus, CA and all nodes share a secret number s. When a new node joins the network or an old node leaves the network, the secret number s should be updated.
Then, we can see how to realize anonymous authentication without a CA during authentication procedure.
When the query initiator, node I initiates an authentication procedure, suppose R is the responder. Node I sends an authentication request to R through the anonymous path. R sends a challenge message and verifies the node I. Then I verifies that R is a legitimate node. The detailed procedure is as follows.
1. PI Generation: Node I randomly chooses a number a∈{0,1,…,p-1}. Then, it use its private key to sign {ID R , Cert I , s, a}. Use h to generate a PI I , where PI I = h(ID I , Cert I , s, a, Sign I {ID I , Cert I , s, a}).
2. Authentication request: Before starting authentication, node I computes u=h(PI, a). Then, I sends {PI, a, u} to node R.
3. Request verification: Node R computes u'=h(PI, a), then verifies whether u=u'. If the verification holds, node R goes on to the next authentication step, otherwise it rejects this authentication request.
4. PI Generation: Node R randomly chooses a number b∈{0,1,…,p-1}. Then, it use its private key to sign {ID R , Cert R , s, b}. Use h to generate a PI R , where PI R = h(ID R , Cert R , s, b, Sign I {ID R , Cert I , s, b}). 
The security analysis
We first analyze the anonymity and security of the scheme and, then, discuss the attack resilience. Anonymity. Our scheme generates dynamic pseudo IDs from real identities using a cryptographic hash function. Because a node uses different random number a or b to run authentication protocol, other nodes can not judge which node these messages should be connected with.
The anonymity of a node's identity comes directly from the one-way property of cryptographic hash function. Let h() be a hash function with m-bit-long hash values and assume it is well designed and has no structural drawback for cryptanalysis. In cryptograph terminology, h() takes advantage of a pre-image-resistance property, i.e., for any given hash value y, it is computationally infeasible to find an x such that h(x)=y.
A malicious node may launch advanced attacks, such as finding two different but real identities so that the two identities have the same PI. It might then use one of the two identities to impersonate the node with the other identity. However, this kind of attack is withstood by the collision-resistance of hash function.
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The security of anonymity. Because our scheme uses pseudo ID to authenticate, the two parties of communication do not know real ID each other. Could a malicious node use a pseudo ID to communicate with other nodes? Obviously, it can not both because it does not know the secret number s and it can not extract s from previous messages because of discrete logarithms problem. Non-Repudiation. Because nodes use dynamic pseudo ID to authenticate, no one can connect a pseudo ID with an entity. Maybe a dishonest node does not admit having sent a message. However, our scheme can resistant this attack. Supposing that node I does not admit having sent a authentication message, the opposite node R send its PI and random number a to CA. Then, CA asks I to send Sign I {ID I , Cert I , s, a} and ID I . Firstly, CA verifies the signature using I's public key. Secondly, CA verifies I's PI using hash function. Thus node I can not deny having sent messages. The leakage of secret number. Because the secret number s is a key in the scheme, it will be a serious problem if the secret number is leaked. Hence, in the scheme, CA will update the secret number s when a new node joins the network or an old node leaves the network so that new nodes do not know previous secret number and old nodes do not know next secret number. Hence, CA issues the new secret number encrypted using each node's public key and send to each node. Then, each node decrypts it using its private key and obtains new secret number. Thus, it can be sure that the secret number is not leaked. Impersonation. The scheme can effectively defend against impersonation. If our scheme executed successfully between the initiator I and responder R, the secret number s is not leaked and any adversary node can not compute s through collecting enough messages. Without the secret number, a malicious node can not impersonate others. We prove this feature below. Theorem 1. Assume it is computationally infeasible for discrete logarithms problem, suppose a malicious M interacts the scheme with responder R to impersonate initiator I and convince R that it is I. Then, the probability that M succeeds is 1/p.
Proof. According to the authentication procedure steps in Section 3, M must know the secret number s so that it can impersonate initiator I. Because it is computationally infeasible for discrete logarithms problem, M can not compute s. Thus, M can guess a secret number s', then, computing x=(g b ) s' mod p. When s'=s, R can verify x. Hence, the probability of soundness that M guesses is 1/p, i.e. the probability that M succeeds is 1/p.
Likewise, a malicious node can not impersonate the responder R. Denial of service attack. DoS attack has gained increasing concern in distributed networks. Typically, this attack renders networks, hosts, and other victim systems unusable by consuming the bandwidth of victim networks or deluging them with a huge number of requests to overload their systems. In ad hoc networks, the system may suffer from DoS attacks during authentication interactions. Since I choose a desired responder to start an authentication procedure, I does not suffer from DoS attacks. Thus, we simply focus on the possibility that responders are under DoS attacks. In the scheme, R asks I to verify first, and, then, I asks R to verify. If we transpose this sequence, attackers may send a lot of authentication requests to the targeted R with forged PIs. R has to answer each request by generating a random number and sending it back. R then waits for challenges from these nodes, which will never come. Since R only need to generate random numbers, a DoS attack hardly has an effective influence on R. Thus, the scheme can effectively defend against DoS attack.
Conclusions
Due to the inherent trade-off between trust and anonymity, identity-based trust management schemes cannot be directly employed in anonymous ad hoc networks. We propose an anonymous authentication protocol. In this work, an authentication scheme is designed to support trust management in anonymous environments, so that nodes may use dynamic pseudonyms instead of their real identities in ad hoc networks.
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We prove that the probability of a successful impersonation is computationally infeasible, even if the adversaries have collected all of the previous authentication messages. We believe that wide deployment of this design will provide better privacy and security for ad hoc networks.
